### Finding Pinned Sources:

1. **Search anything and click the pin**

   - **My Favorites**
     - **1. The next-door dogs**
       - Colby F Rodowsky
       - 2005
       - Check for availability
     - **2. If only you knew how much I smell you: true portraits of dogs**
       - Valerie Shaff
       - ©1998
       - Check for availability
     - **3. Quincy, the hobby photographer: the complete guide to do-it-yourself dog photography**
       - Lotto Seibold
       - ©2006
       - Check for availability
     - **4. The big book of dogs**
       - Felix Sutton
       - 1952
       - Check for availability
     - **5. The true book of dogs**
       - Elsa Z Posell
       - Check for availability

2. **Observe your collection of pinned books**

3. **Click the pin again to remove the resource**